Hardangerfjord in a Nutshell Tour Fact Sheet

Visit the spectacular Hardangerfjord, the "fruit bowl of Norway"
Commonly referred to as the Queen of the Fjords, Hardanger is Norway's second largest fjord. Nestled against
the backdrop of snow-covered peaks and cascading waterfalls, the fjord is surrounded by fruit trees which
blossom in beautiful shades of red, white and pink between May and June.
The round trip includes a train journey on the Bergen Railway line, a boat cruise on the fjord and a coach tour
through attractive farmland and delightful villages typical of Western Norway.
Tour highlights
The scenic Bergen Railway
Bus trip through scenic western mountain terrain, fruit and farmland by the Fjord
Fjord cruise on the stunning Hardangerfjord
Sightseeing trip by bus to the Vøringsfossen waterfall and The Norwegian Nature Centre Hardanger
The delightful little village of Ulvik
Season:
Daily, 1st May – 30th September

GENERAL INFORMATION
2nd class only
This tour operates between 01 May - 30 September, 2019
Reservations are not included. Reservations on the train journey from Oslo - Bergen are compulsory and
can be booked through Rail Plus. Reservation is not required on the fjord cruise or bus journey.
Optional direction of travel
Stopovers are recommended
Children 4-15 years of age: 50% off the adult fare
Children under the age of 3 years travel free when sharing a paying passengers seat

ITINERARIES
Journey can also be made in the opposite direction. Click to view timetable. (subject to change)
The tour can be completed in one day however it is recommended to travel over 3 days to allow ample time to
explore the region.
Three itineraries to choose from
Itinerary 1: Roundtrip from Bergen
Bergen - Voss (train)
Voss - Ulvik (bus)
Ulvik - Eidfjord (boat)
Eidfjord -Norheimsund (boat)
Norheimsund - Bergen (bus)
Itinerary 2: Roundtrip from Oslo via Bergen
Oslo-Bergen (train)
Bergen - Norheimsund (bus)
Norheimsund- Eidfjord (boat)
Eidfjord - Ulvik (boat)
Ulvik - Voss (bus)
Voss - Oslo (train)
Itinerary 3: One-way trip from Bergen
Bergen - Norheimsund (bus)
Norheimsund - Eidfjord (boat)
Eidfjord - Ulvik (boat)
Ulvik - Voss (bus)
Voss - Oslo (train)

CONDITIONS
Full payment is required at the time of booking and for tickets to be issued.
Tickets are E-tickets: You will receive your e-tickets 90 days prior to the train's departure date.
We are unable to change names on tickets - in order to do so your original ticket must be cancelled and rebooked (subject to availability).
Sleeper Reservations are compulsory and NOT included in the ticket.
Children aged below 4 years: Free of charge.
Children aged between 4 years and up to 16 years: Must pay the child fare.

Bookings can only be confirmed 90 days or less from train travel date.

REFUNDS / REISSUES
Tickets are non-exchangeable once issued.
45 day + before TDD: Cancellation fee of $100 per person
45 days - 22 days before TDD: Cancellation fee of $150 per person
21 days or less before TDD: Non-refundable
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